This
week’s
hash was
the……………..

Come back Bob, not that
way.

Hash Flash being a bit of a clot sent me photos from an era long gone when
woman’s best friend were tolerated.
Free down down for anyone spotting who’s first trail it was was in the
pictures above. Banana Bender is of course not eligible to vote due to inside
information. That goes for Dipstick and Lima Papa.
And boo who to you that didn’t attend this weeks hash due to rugby, rain or
an ill conceived idea that it was going to be a crap hash. Even Banana
Bender pitched despited interlopers infringing sections of his first hallowed
hash in Lipa Noi. One of this year’s better hashes. Certainly the most effort
that has gone into a trail and the On On.
Hares are nowadays a dying breed with less and less Samui hashers either
wanting or being able to set trails. Week after week we have an intrepid
group who fill in the gaps. A huge thank you to our German hashers, who
have come to the fore this year, setting trail after trail.

Check out this web
site.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=qsmhww4uLd8&feature=yo

HARE
CROSS BETWEEN A HASH, A SCHOOL SPORTS DAY AND “
SINGING IN THE RAIN”
Despite the somewhat dodgy weather Dog’s Bollocks with his
promise of “a fun Hash” and the prospect of a Barbie pulled 41
entrants to his seaside mansion and once everyone had parked up
and coughed up, he entered the arena to give us the lowdown on
the excitement awaiting us, he eventually admitted to last minute
changes to the trail due to high tides and with the clock showing a
slightly delayed start and the Cripples being held back, the
remainder of the rabble bombed off and soon found the
aforementioned high tide and got their little tootsies wet but as true
Hashers they forged on undeterred and the promise of a level
playing field was kept and checks came and went as did the split
and after another dip in one of the beautiful Lipa Noi babbling
brooks we came upon a sight for sore eyes and that was D.B. and
Scouse Bastard kerbside administering chilled stubbies and fine
quality Chablis, purely for medicinal purposes and visiting Hashers
Yob and Golden Showers gave them extra brownie points for that
little inclusion.
ON IN was hollered with roughly one hour on the clock and with the
customary exception of D.F.L. all hands were onboard, he made his
entrance five minutes later explaining that he had stopped to
sample the delights of Big Sally’s massage booth at the top of the
road.
Thrapples were lubricated and the start of the sports day beckoned
and once all participants were in position the fun began ( video
evidence included ) without exception the congregation were well
impressed and thoroughly soaked by the time the winner was
announced and then it was time to circle up, this time in the
Olympic sized pool where G.M. Crive called for disorder and once
opinions were sought and given, nobody was any the wiser as to
the result, so not much change there then.
There were an assortment of Vs and Vs including punters from
Marseilles and Yob and Golden Showers from the Sceptred Isle,
then the Snitch squad did their thing to the accompaniment of flying
sponges and the bedlam continued until Crive informed anyone
who was listening that he will be the Hare on Saturday 26th.
As the sun was sinking the Circle was closed for nosebag and what
ever else was available so after drying off a bit we all made our way
to the grills and incinerated some perfectly good meat and attacked
the Pisstruck.
Sometime later the last post sounded out and the throng departed
to head for bed.
A fantastic day and thanks to all who made the event well worth
braving the elements.
ON ON.
TRASHER

Dogs Bollocks

GM
Crive

RA
Go Round Again

Venue
Shades - Lipa Noi

Hash Run
878

Hashers
41

Spies
Yob & Golden Shower.

